There is such a flood of new information into the field at this time that what is
true one year may not necessarily be true
the next. But mysteries there always
have been; so the author warns us our
goal should be "to unravel their mysterious mechanisms" and thus be "filledwith
awe at their exquisite simplicity."
AlbertineSimmerer, SSJ
Nazareth,Michigan

VERTEBRATE EMBRYOLOGY:
A LABORATORY MANUAL
by Richard M. Eakin. 3rd ed., 1978.
University of California Press (2223
Fulton Street, Berkeley 94720) 281 p.
$5.65.

ENVIRONMENTAL
FILMS
16 mm, color and optical sound

THE HUMPBACKWHALE
Winter: A Time for Singing
Documents the behavior, appearance,
and songs of the humpback whale in its
winter home in the tropics-features
underwater scenes of cows, calves,
21 min. Price $295
and adult whales.

CLOUD
OVERTHECORAL
REEF
... one of the most visually striking
efforts of documenting the decline
and fall of an ecosystem that students
are likely to experience"-The
Science Teacher.
27 min. Price $365

THEPOISONED
SEA
Shows the effects of sewage pollution
in coastal waters. "Well suited for an
introduction to water pollution...
treatment ... oceanography,
sewage
ecology, or conservation."-The Science Teacher.
27 min. Price $365

VirginiaPolytechnic Instituteand
State University
Blacksburg

FUNDAMENTALSOF ENTOMOLOGY
by Richard J. Elzinga. 1977. PrenticeHall, Inc. (Englewood Cliffs, New
Jersey 07632). 325 p. $17.95.
Textbook writers attempting to cover
the field of entomology find that they
have either a massive volume (or volumes) full of details-or a thin, barebones book with general coverage and
few details. This is a very good example
of the latter.
The basics of entomology are covered
in excellent fashion in this littlebook. The
material is well organized and presented
in pleasing fashion; it will be a superior
source of supplemental information for
biology, invertebrate, and general ecology courses. It should be quite acceptable
as a text for very general entomology
courses.
This is a generously illustrated book,
with pleasing use of SEM photographs. It
is unfortunate, however, that a number of
the older, probably borrowed, black-andwhite pictures turned out so poorly. The
general organization, headings, pagination, and type face make for a superior
book, easy to read, and full of information for the beginning entomologist or
browsing biologist.
Sequence of topics in a book is always
a problem. In this case, classification is
covered at the end; it will be inevitable,
therefore, that use of insect examples
while discussing earlier topics will cause
numerous interruptions,to wit: "What is
a ... tiger beetle?" or "what is an ... orth-

Purchase, rental or preview from
MOONLIGHT
PRODUCTIONS/Dr.
Lee Tepley
2650 CaliforniaStreet, Dept. BT
MountainView, California94040

Phone: (415) 948-0199
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Few laboratory manuals are so wellwritten or so full of information as this
book-it should have been entitled, a
manual and sourcebook of embryology.
It hardly resembles a traditional laboratory manual in size (8" x 51/4")or general
format. It deals primarilywith vertebrate
structuralembryology but it includes sections on the starfish, the tube worm and
the mussel. The five main chapters are
entitled: "Gametogenesis and the
Estrous Cycle," "Early Development,"
"Development in the 10mm Frog Larva,"
"Development of the Chick Embryo,"
and "Development in the Pig Embryo
and Fetus."There is a sixth section called
"General Review Questions." The book
is so much more interesting and factfilled than the table of contents suggests.
In fact, a truly exceptional facet of the
book would be hidden from those who
read tables of contents and stop with the
word "index"for the page following it in
this book contains the List of Summaries
and Discussions of General Topics.
These summaries and discussions lift the
book out of the laboratory manual category and elevate it to an outstanding
reference sourcebook about general
embryology. This is not a suggestion that
the book covers all topics. rather, it is a
suggestion that it covers 36 essential and
basic topics so well. Among these are
meiosis, menstrual cycle, parturition,
echinoderm theory of chordate origin,
sperm entrance, sex differentiation,
placental types, and length of gestation.
It is not an impressive-looking book.
Actually it is a no-nonsense book-the
cover is a "Ho-Hum" "scientific"cover,
the paper is unbleached rough stock,
and, there is not a single color plate. It
simply does not fit the expectations of
our packaging-conscious culture; but,
what a pleasant surprise one finds in the
content. Yet, it is not a flawless book. It
has its share of cookbook directions"Carefully disclose by means of probe
the great veins in the vicinityof the heart,

using figure 72 as a guide." (p. 223);
pseudo-personal comments to the student-"By now you must be weary of
microscopical study." (p. 222); and, ambiguous directions-"List the structures
appropriate to the spaces in the chart
below." (p. 242). But the good immeasurably overshadows the not so
good.
The book may well be used as a minitextbook and syllabus for a course in
general embryology or introductory
developmental anatomy, for supplementary reading or as a sourcebook for
general biology and general zoology
classes and laboratory, and it should be
invaluable for reviewing and fact-finding.
It is highly recommended for use by both
students and teachers of biology from
high school through some levels of
graduate work. It would be, also, especially valuable for graduate students
preparing for comprehensive and preliminaryexaminations in zoology.
WilliamH. Yongue, Jr.

opteran?"The onlyalternative,of course,
is to changethe orderof coverage,which
would not detractfromthe value of this
neatlittlebook.
FredA. Lawson

FUNDAMENTALS
OF ENTEMOLOGY
AND PLANT PATHOLOGY, by
Louis Pyenson. 1978. AVI Publishing Company, Westport, Connecticut.326 p. $19.
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